a network of reliable,
qualified contractors &
mitigation specialists.

Your dedicated PMAC team
helps you streamline your
processes, increase your margins
and profitability, and build
stength, agility and visibility into
every link of your supply chain.

MAXIMIZE MARGINS
& G AIN N EW B USINESS I NTELLIGENCE

Comprehensive, Collaborative,
Integrated Logistics Solutions
In striving to maximize their competitive strength, shippers across
the nation are perpetually challenged to meet strenuous customer
requirements in the most efficient and economical manner. Operating in lean environments, shippers often lack the resources and
technology to maximize decision making while minimizing redundancies in day-to-day operations. Today’s competitive and dynamic
marketplace presents growing complexities within the supply chain
and a “do more with less” approach.

Ready to discuss your logistics challenges?

Meet PMAC.
Parcel Management Auditing and Consulting (PMAC) is a
non-asset based third-party logistics (3PL) provider dedicated to
helping you maximize your margins and gain new insights into
your supply chain. PMAC creates competitive advantages for
mid-market shippers with logistics solutions and technology that
optimize efficiency, save money and create end-to-end visibility.
Our consultative and collaborative approach enables us to work
with you and your team as partners, dedicated to your ongoing
success.

HEADQUARTERS:

REGIONAL LOCATIONS:

New York

Pittsburgh PA

312 Conklin Street

Philadelphia PA

Farmingdale, NY 11735

Telephone:
631.847.0596

Fort Wayne IN
Cleveland OH
Mendham NJ

Email:
info@parcelmanagement.com

END-TO-END TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

Follow Us:

Business Intelligence
Gain New Insights into Your Customers, Costs and
Supply Chain Opportunities
The best decisions are supported by data. Pinpoint and resolve missed
opportunities, model data for what-if scenarios and uncover new areas
to change or improve your processes and profitability.
We’re here to help you meet your goals and enjoy
a new level of margin lift and profitability.

Consulting and Strategy

Procurement

Enjoy Solutions Tailored Exclusively for Your Business
Too many 3PL providers push a one-size-fits-all approach to logistics

Are There Opportunities To Further Reduce
Your Costs?

solutions. Recognizing that every client’s supply chain and circumstances

PMAC can help you optimize your transportation purchasing practices

are different, PMAC will take the time to learn and truly understand your

to best-in-class with: data-set analytics, carrier costing calculations,

business. Only then can we help you manage your day-to-day challenges.

a formal RFQ process, rate negotiation and contract management,

We methodically follow this five-step process for developing solutions:

performance metrics, and more. Our portfolio of clients and aggre-

Identify, Analyze, Shape, Implement, Manage. PMAC also offers an

gated freight volumes afford opportunities for you to reduce costs

upfront assessment that outlines and quantifies areas of opportunity for

and capitalize on real-time changes in the marketplace before your

our clients.

competition.

TMS Platform

Audit and Freight Payment Services

Power Your Efforts Through The Industry’s
Premier Technology

Do You Know What It Costs to Manually Process a
Single Invoice?

PMAC’s transportation management system (TMS) fuels your logistics efforts

Auditing and invoice processing requires time and attention to

with minimal or no capital investment. Our cloud-based platform enables

detail. PMAC eliminates the burdens of invoice entry, rate audit, and

us to offer an a la carte menu of offerings, from simple carrier selection

carrier payment. In addition, PMAC’s consolidated freight invoicing

and shipping document generation to more complex, customized and

and cost center allocation automates these functions to further free

integrated solutions involving planning, order consolidation, and optimi-

up your precious time and resources.

zation. Access it through the web, or integrate it directly into your ERP
system. PMAC’s TMS includes traditional and dimensional rating capabilities
to accommodate parcel, less-than-truckload, and truckload shipments.

Other Services:
Expedited
Air, Ground, Charter

Full Truckload
Dry Van, Flatbed,
Temperature-Controlled, Specialized

Less-than-truckload
LTL, Volume LTL,
Tradeshow, White Glove

International
Air, Ocean, Inland Drayage,
Cross Border

